When you have to be right

Legal SmartDocuments
For legal departments

Dialogue-based contract
and legal document
automation

Reduce effort and complexity, stay
in control and minimise legal risks.

Professional template and clause
management for automated
document generation.
Legal SmartDocuments is a structured work environment that enables businesses to create and manage
contract templates and clauses, forms, briefs and other legal documents, based on MS Word in Windows.
Provide employees across your business with
an easy-to-use document creation tool, based
on document templates and clause libraries
that you manage. With Legal SmartDocuments,
you can empower the business to self-serve
and streamline approval workflows, while you
stay in control.
Creating contracts and legal documents with
Legal SmartDocuments is easy. Users simply
select the type of document they want to create
and answer dialog-driven questionnaires
to
automatically
assemble
the
final
document using Legal-approved templates.
By standardising contract language, clauses and
design used in each template, you can provide
the business with ready-to-sign contracts
and legal documents quickly. That means you
will have more time to concentrate on more
valuable tasks.
Legal SmartDocuments helps you reduce or
eliminate delays, costs, and risks associated with
manually creating documents. In addition to
improving compliance, by removing bottlenecks
from workflows, you strengthen the position of
the legal department as a competent business

partner within the company, focused on using
innovative technology to boost efficiency.
Legal SmartDocuments is a secure, cloud
product that you can start using right away on
it’s own or integrated with a database (e.g. your
practice management software) for easy data
retrieval.
The best part? You do not need any IT expertise
whatsoever. Legal SmartDocuments
is
user-friendly and based on Microsoft Word,
therefore requires no additional programming
knowledge. To help you create your own
document templates, we recommend a short
training session with our experienced staff.
With support from our software experts, we
ensure projects are completed quickly - a win
for your entire organisation!
Legal SmartDocuments is available exclusively
from Wolters Kluwer, the #1 Legal Technology
provider in Europe with 30+ years of expertise
helping legal professionals and businesses
thrive with innovative tools to increase
efficiency and reduce risk.
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The legal department endeavours to minimise
risk or – where possible – eliminate it entirely.
But not every draft contract or business
communication can cross your desk. With Legal
SmartDocuments, you or your team can develop
predefined contract and document templates
and centralise them in a shared knowledge
database. Make updates to contractual clauses
and the change will automatically apply to all
templates. This means you can incorporate
new laws, regulations or business requirements
everywhere, in no time at all.
Here’s a typical scenario: a department sends
you, the legal team, a draft contract for urgent
approval. You have no idea which template was
used, whether it was the most recent version or
which business concept lies behind it.
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Essentially, you now have to go through the
draft contract with a fine-tooth comb, or even
outsource this task to a specialist.
With Legal SmartDocuments, you can transform
this entire process and boost both efficiency and
compliance in contract creation. The relevant
department simply selects the type of contract
it needs, uses the approved templates and
answers a simple questionnaire to create the
ready-to-sign document. Any deviations result
in requiring your review and, if necessary, you
can adjust the MS Word-based template or the
underlying business logic for the future.
This way, you stay in control, improve the
efficiency of legal service delivery, and become a
driver of digitalisation in your company.

The right template, every time

Minimise risk

Create new business models

Boost productivity

No IT knowledge necessary

Legal SmartDocuments
To learn more or to request a demo, visit:
Legalsmartdocuments.wolterskluwer.com
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